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Latest 300-375 Exam Dumps with PDF
Complicated questions about implementing client device security along with securing and monitoring the Enterprise wireless
infrastructure appear in the Cisco 300-375 exam.
Try it Latest DumpsSchool 300-375 Exam dumps. Buy Full File here: https://www.dumpsschool.com/300-375-exam-dumps.html
(147 As Dumps)
Download the DumpsSchool 300-375 braindumps from Google Drive:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1i_IBj10wgyXhMZIj-O3a6KZEiwgP0Uxx/view (FREE VERSION!!!)Question No. 1Which two
statements describe the requirements for EAP-TLS?A. It requires client-side and server-side certificates.B. It uses PAC on the client.
C. It requires PKI.D. It requires a server side digital certificate on only the RADIUS serverE. It must use AES for encryption and
cannot use TKIP for encryption.Answer: A, CQuestion No. 2Which two PCI DSS requirements must a company meet to be PCI
compliant? (Choose two.)A. EAP authenticationB. customer data protectionC. the firewall configurationD. the network
segmentationE. the ACL configurationAnswer: B, DQuestion No. 3Which three methods are valid for guest wireless using web
authentication? (Choose three.)A. LDAPB. SSLC. localD. TLSE. EAP-TLSF. RADIUSAnswer: A, C, FThere are three ways to
authenticate users when you use web authentication. Local authentication allows you to authenticate the user in the Cisco WLC. You
can also use an external RADIUS server or a LDAP server as a backend database in order to authenticate the users.
https://www.sslshopper.com/ssl-certificate-not-trusted-error.htmlQuestion No. 4Refer to the exhibit. An engineer is designing a
guest portal on Cisco ISE using the default configuration. During the testing phase, the engineer receives a warning when displaying
the guest portal. Which issue is occuring?A. The server that is providing the portal has an expired certificateB. The server that is
providing the portal has a self-signed certificateC. The connection is using an unsupported protocolD. The connection is using an
unsupported browserAnswer: AQuestion No. 5Which two attacks represent a social engineering attack? (Choose two.)A. using
AirMagnet Wi-Fi Analyzer to search for hidden SSIDsB. calling the IT helpdesk and asking for network informationC. spoofing the
MAC address of an employee deviceD. entering a business and posing as IT support staffAnswer: B, DQuestion No. 6Refer to the
exhibit. Which level message does the WLC send to the syslog server?A. syslog level errors and less severity messagesB. syslog
level error messagesC. all syslog levels messagesD. syslog level errors and greater severity messagesAnswer: DQuestion No. 7
Regarding the guidelines for using MFP, under what circumstances will a client without Cisco compatible Extensions v5 be able to
associate to a WLAN?A. The DHCP Required box is unchecked.B. AAA override is configured for the WLANC. Client MFP is
disabled or optional.D. WPA2 is enabled with TKIP or AES.Answer: DQuestion No. 8What are two of the benefits that the Cisco
AnyConnect v3.0 provides to the administrator for client WLAN security configuration? (Choose two.)A. Provides a reporting
mechanism for rouge APsB. Prevents a user from adding any WLANsC. Hides the complexity of 802.1X and EAP configurationD.
Supports centralized or distributed client architecturesE. Provides concurrent wired and wireless connectivityF. Allows users to
modify but not delete admin-created profilesAnswer: C, DQuestion No. 9When a wireless client uses WPA2 AES, which keys are
created at the end of the four way handshake process between the client and the access point?A. AES key, TKIP key, WEP keyB.
AES key, WPA2 key, PMKC. KCK, KEK, TKD. KCK, KEK, MIC keyAnswer: A300-375 Dumps Google Drive: (Limited
Version!!!)
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